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Java: Regex Crash Course - The
Ultimate Beginner's Course To
Learning Java Regular Expressions In
Under 12 Hours

Are You Ready to Learn Java Programming FASTER Than You Ever Thought Possible?Welcome
to the Ultimate Crash Course on Java Regular Expressions!With Tons of Detailed Step by Step
Procedures!Are you ready to unlock the keys to the future? If your answer is a resounding 'YES!',
then this crash course on Java Regular Expressions is exactly what you need in your toolkit. In
these days of the 3.0 era, there are essential tools that we must absolutely have at hand to solve
everyday problems. And guess what? One of these skills consists of... how to use programming
languages. Can you imagine what we could do if we'd knew how to write a simple instruction for our
PC? What we could achieve if we could create from scratch something that'd solve problems in just
seconds? That would be absolutely amazing: no limits, no boundaries, no frontiers. A whole new
world of possibilities in front of us!Perhaps you are an amateur just getting started with Java, or
maybe you already know a few things about this exciting programming language and you'd like to
reach for the next level. This course will approach Java Regular Expressions from both starting
points! The aim is to achieve all the necessary skills to learn how to Java Regular Expressions in
under 12 hours. Yes, I said it! 12 hours. In less than half a day you will incorporate the ABCs of Java
Regex, and from there you'll develop the advanced techniques you need to create your own
projects.Want to hear the best part? This is not a mere theoretical book. Not at all. In here, you'll
find tons of useful exercises and tasks that will take your Java skills (and overall, your whole
programming skills) to a whole new level. You'll experience in first person how simple and
entertaining Java can be! This book will assist you not only to develop and improve your skills, but
most importantly, it will help you unlock the joy learning a new programming language can
unexpectedly bring. You can be sure of that!The idea we're proposing is quite simple. You will learn
Java Regular Expressions from zero to hero, in less than half a day. We will go from the root to the
top of this ground-breaking programming language, and from there we'll build the solid foundations
you are looking for. And at the end you will find a special bonus! Sounds good? So let's go for
it!Here Is A Preview Of What You'll Learn Inside... Welcome to the Ultimate Crash Course on
RegexWhat Is Regex?Common UsesUnderstanding the Regex EngineAlgorithms Used in
RegexBasic Characters Used in RegexJava Regex ClassesRegex for UsernameRegex for
PasswordRegex for EmailRegex Color CodingRegex for Image FilesRegex for Time FormatRegex
for Date FormatRegex for HTML TagRegex for Finding HTML LinksRegex for URLRegex for Phone
NumberRegex for International NumbersOther Commonly Used PatternsOptimizing Performance of
RegexCommon MistakesExample ProgramsMuch, much more! The contents of this book are easily
worth over $9.99, but for a limited time you can download "Java Regex Crash Course, The Ultimate

Beginnerâ€™s Course to Learning Java Regex in Under 12 hours â€“" for a special discounted
price.Promotional discount price periods:1)From 09/29/2015 to 10/06/2015 this book will be
available at the super special discount price of 0,99$We reserve the right to offer other promotions
or to extend this one to benefit our readers.We will be very grateful if during the discount price
periods you can provide your honest and unbiased review. If you are willing to do so remember to
disclose this fact, for example as follows: "I've got this product at a promotional discount price of $
0,99 in exchange for an honest and unbiased review"Buy Your Copy Right Now!
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I'm not convinced that the entire text is targeted at beginners. I had a hard time following the first
couple of chapters, and was tempted to just set it aside, however, the following chapters were much
more focused and easier to consume. I really liked the description of the problems the author set out
to solve, and the solid sample code, that I was able to copy, paste, and modify for my own use. I'm
a hands-on kind of programmer, and I really appreciate the real-world sample code with
programming examples of how to find and validate email addresses, how to find html links in html
pages, and how to find and validate phone numbers in text. These specific problems were almost

exactly what I needed and I was able to copy the code, modify it and make it work for me. I will
definitely keep this as a ready reference."I received this product at a promotional discount price of
$0.99 in exchange for an honest and unbiased review."

For those wanting to learn Java Regular Expressions, this book provides a fountain of knowledge in
regards to the matter. The author has structured the book enabling you to make a solid foundation
in the learning process of which you can then build up. The topics are well discussed and it is
apparent that no corners have tried to be cut. I find that short books can prove useful, nevertheless
when the topic is an in depth as this I would recommend getting a crash course, such as this, to give
you that in depth knowledge required. The tricks and tips provided in the book by the author to help
increase your learning are a great touch to the eBook.Disclaimer: I've got this product at a
promotional discount price of $ 0.99 in exchange for an honest and unbiased review.

I've got this book at a promotional discount price of $0.99 in exchange for an honest and unbiased
review.Well, to start, I was not sure what Java was until I had read of this book. I didn't commit to
learning Java until friends recommended to me to get this book. The most important thing about this
book is the series of structured coding skills- the whole idea is to speed thru the process of learning
step by step, and yet thru actual work, you acquire Java experience in leaps and bounds. This
would be a good starter book, more of action and less on procrastinating thoughts. In short this book
is very concise. The good thing is that you can use this as a reference point. This book can't be
read from front to end, you have go thru the exercises to understand. Everything will fall into place
once you start. The instructions are every easy to understand and follow through.

I am not a programmer. Iâ€™m a girl with a website. And I create, update and manage all the
content on that website myself. Sometimes I can get away with using a point-and-click web
developer. Sometimes not. This book is an excellent resourceâ€”particularly for someone who
didnâ€™t go to school for programming who needs an easy to read book on how to use Java. In
particular, the way the author teaches, using exercises, is extremely helpful. I wasnâ€™t reading a
how-to book, I was building a new skill, one step at a time. Well worth the price!Disclaimer: I've got
this product at a promotional discount price of $ 0.99 in exchange for an honest and unbiased
review.

The Java Regex Crash Course book is a thorough explanation and direction. It establishes the

basics in Java and continues with modified programming with Regular Expression. If you already
have a strong grasp of programming concepts and language, you will do well in understanding the
"what" and the "why" and be on your way to using this knowledge. Someone who is new to Java
and programming in general may not do as well or be able to work with Regex in the promoted 12
hours. I like it because it is easy to use and refer back to for reference purposes.I got this product at
a promotional discount price of $ 0.99 in exchange for an honest and unbiased review.

DISCLAIMER: I received this product at a promotional discount price of $0.99 in exchange for an
honest and unbiased review.For beginners, regex seems to be complicated but the good news is
that as soon as you get used to it, it'll get better.This book deserves its title as a Java Regex crash
course as it covered the subject extensively and comprehensively from the very basic to the most
advanced. What I liked more about this book is that it's very interactive so you can practice while
you read, which is very practical to learning. This book shouldn't be read hurriedly as it needs
comprehension and practice. It's a pretty good book to refer when you forgot which is which.

This book is resourceful and informative. I have never learned many things about such program not
until I read this book. It is my first time of being introduced to Java programs, and the author has
managed to present the information in detail. There are no few loose ends in this eBook. As a
beginner, I can out there and start applying the things I learn from this authorâ€™s work. Who would
not want to absorb a lot of information by spending less than one dollar? Most authors do not work
on editing, but this author presents what most people want.I've got this product at a promotional
discount price of $ 0.99 in exchange for an honest and unbiased review.
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